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One of the most striking outcomes of coevolution between species
is egg mimicry by brood parasitic birds, resulting from rejection
behavior by discriminating host parents. Yet, how exactly does
a host detect a parasitic egg? Brood parasitism and egg rejection
behavior provide a model system for exploring the relative impor-
tance of different visual cues used in a behavioral task. Although
hosts are discriminating, we do not know exactly what cues they
use, and toanswer this it is crucial to account for the receiver’s visual
perception. Color, luminance (“perceived lightness”) and pattern
information have never been simultaneously quantified and exper-
imentally tested through a bird’s eye. The cuckoo finch Anomalo-
spiza imberbis and its hosts showspectacular polymorphisms in egg
appearance, providing a good opportunity for investigating visual
discrimination owing to the large range of patterns and colors in-
volved. Herewe combinefield experiments in Africawithmodeling
of avian color vision and pattern discrimination to identify the spe-
cific visual cues used by hosts in making rejection decisions. We
found that disparity between host and foreign eggs in both color
and several aspects of pattern (dispersion, principal marking size,
and variability in marking size) were important predictors of rejec-
tion, especially color. These cues correspond exactly to the principal
differencesbetweenhostandparasitic eggs, showing thathostsuse
the most reliable available cues in making rejection decisions, and
select for parasitic eggs that are increasingly mimetic in a range of
visual attributes.
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Reciprocal selection and arms races among species are wide-
spread in nature, and a key force in evolution (1). The re-

markable mimicry of host eggs by coevolved brood parasites is well
established to result from selection on parasitic eggs through visual
discrimination by hosts (2). In rejecting a parasitic egg, a host parent
must successfully detect and distinguish it from the eggs in its own
clutch. Birds’ eggs, like most natural objects, comprise a variety of
visual information, including color and various features of pattern.
However, which of these features are used by an animal to identify
and discriminate between objects? Egg discrimination and sub-
sequent rejection behavior by hosts provides a system for in-
vestigating the relative importanceofdifferent visual cues thatmight
be used by a receiver in making a behavioral decision. Although
there is a long history of experiments investigating the features that
hosts use to detect and reject a parasitic egg in their nest (2–4), until
recently these have been constrained by lack of quantification
methods with respect to visual signals (5). Most assessments of egg
appearance have relied on human assessment, although avian vision
differs from human vision in multiple respects (6). Overall, few
studies have investigated exactlywhich components of a visual signal
are usedby a receiver and their relative importance, especially in the
context of the receiver’s visual system.
In the light of recent advances in analyzing color differences as

seen by nonhuman animals (6, 7), three studies have used advanced
perceptualmodels of avian discrimination to investigate cuckoo and
host egg coloration (8–10). These confirmed that quantification of
visual signals used by hosts to detect parasitism provides much
greater insights when analyzed with models of bird vision than does

subjective human assessment (5). However, although valuable,
these studies were not directly linked to rejection experiments (8),
involved species that were rarely parasitized and artificial eggs that
were not a close match to host egg colors (9), or involved systems in
which host rejection of foreign eggs does not occur (10).
Although such perceptual models of color discrimination can

accurately predict various types of behavior (7), color is just one
attribute of a visual signal. The two-dimensional arrangement of
a visual signal, its pattern, is also crucial (6, 11), and pattern appears
to bean important aspect of eggmimicry inmany broodparasites (3,
4, 12). In general, objective analysis of pattern in studies of animal
coloration in general is still rare although not nonexistent (13), and
in the context of broodparasitism there is onlyoneobjective study to
date. This study assessed common cuckooCuculus canorusmimicry
of host eggs using digital image analysis, and found that the level of
pattern mimicry in different host-specific races relates strongly to
previously established rates of egg rejection of nonmimetic eggs in
the corresponding host (14). No study to date has objectively
quantified pattern mimicry in egg rejection experiments.
We experimentally investigated egg rejection and mimicry in the

cuckoo finchAnomalospiza imberbis and its most common host, the
tawny-flanked prinia Prinia subflava. In this system, both parties are
highly polymorphic with respect to egg color and pattern, and par-
asites can be excellent mimics of hosts (Fig. 1), suggesting that they
have been locked in a longperiodof coevolution.The great diversity
in egg appearance makes this an ideal system to determine the
relative importance of different visual cues in host decisionmaking.
In this study, we first compared the visual attributes of real par-

asitic and host eggs, using image analysis of pattern information (11,
14) and models of avian color and luminance discrimination that
quantify the perceived differences between objects (7); luminance
refers to achromatic information, or how light or dark something
appears. Second, we carried out field experiments in Zambia to
identify the best avian-perceived predictors of host acceptance or
rejection of foreign eggs, which would provide strong evidence that
they are used as cues by hosts.Weused conspecific eggs as surrogate
experimental parasitic eggs, exploiting theextremenatural variation
in host egg appearance to present hosts with eggs differing from
their own to varying degrees.

QuantifyingandComparingHostandParasite EggAppearance
We compared the natural variation in host and parasitic eggs to
identify which pattern traits differ principally between the two,
versus those traits that are most accurately mimetic. We compared
our quantified pattern attributes (Methods) for real host and para-
sitic eggs (n = 224 and 85 respectively), using one egg per clutch
(host or parasite) to avoid pseudoreplication. The distributions
overlapped extensively for all five pattern variables, confirming that
parasitic eggs are a qualitatively good match to host eggs (Fig. 2).
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Average pattern proportion (the proportion of the egg surface
covered with markings; Methods) did not differ between host and
parasite, whereas PC energy (a synthetic measure of marking con-
trast and variability)was significantly higher on average in parasites,
but highly variable in both parties (Fig. 2). Three pattern variables
differed highly significantly between host and parasite: proportion
energy (the relative importance of the dominant marking size) and
pattern dispersion (the degree to which markings were concen-
trated toward the thick end of the egg) were both higher in parasites
than hosts, whereas filter size (an inverse of measure of pre-
dominant marking size) was lower (Fig. 2). This implies that para-
sitic eggpatternswereonaverage composedof largermarkings than
those of their hosts, tended to be more dominated by a single
marking size, and were typically more concentrated at one end of
the egg than those of their hosts. These differences are intuitively
visible to a human eye in the sample eggs shown in Fig. 1.
Next, we compared the possible ranges of color and luminance

contrasts betweenhost andparasitic eggs, andamonghost eggs.We
aimed to assess how different host and parasitic eggs can be if
parasitic eggs are laid at random in host nests (Methods). We were
interested in among-host differences as a reflection of the range of
possible cues arising when using conspecific eggs as surrogate
parasitic eggs in our rejection experiments (described below). To
do this we calculated discrimination values [just noticeable differ-
ences (jnds), reflecting the perceived degree of difference through
a bird’s eyes; Methods] between 5,000 randomly chosen pairs of
host and parasite eggs, and 5,000 randomly chosen pairs of host
eggs, thus generating two distributions of possible contrast values
per trait. These distributions were remarkably similar for each trait
(host versus parasite, color: mean jnd = 6.09 ±3.33, range = 0.15–

18.53; luminance:mean jnd=6.45±4.90, range=0.00–28.14; host
versus host, color: mean jnd = 6.82 ±3.76, range = 0.05–18.90;
luminance: mean jnd = 7.02 ±5.03, range = 0.00–24.65). Con-
specific eggs were therefore good surrogates for real parasitic eggs
in the rejection experiments, presenting hosts with biologically
realistic color and luminance discrimination tasks. We sought to
challenge hosts with difficult rejection decisions, and thus the ac-
tual ranges of color and luminance contrasts for eggs involved in
rejection experiments were slightly lower (color:mean jnd=4.71±
2.72, range = 0.13–15.50; luminance: mean jnd = 4.63 ±3.25,
range= 0.15–13.99) than those between randomly contrasted host
eggs (described above).

Egg Rejection Experiments: What Visual Cues Are Used by Hosts? In
all, 63 eggs were rejected and 62 eggs were accepted in our egg
rejection experiments (Methods; n = 125 trials). We used these to
quantify the relative importance of color, luminance, and our five
pattern variables aspredictorsof rejectionbehavior (Methodsdetails
howcontrasts betweenhost and experimental eggswere calculated).
These potential cues can be regardedas independentof one another
because bivariate analyses showed only weak correlations among
the seven potential cues, unlikely to introduce collinearity problems
(tolerance >0.8). We then modeled predictors of host rejection
using logistic regression. In doing sowe testedwhether the following
extraneousvariables influenced rejectionbehavior: difference inegg
length and breadth between host and experimental eggs, clutch size
(range 2–4,mean 3.1), state of incubation, whether layingwas still in
progress, and time of day of experimental parasitism; none of these
explained any significant variation.
Thefinalmodel contained four predictor variables, showing that

differences in color, pattern dispersion, marking size, and the
degree of dominance of the main marking size predicted rejection
decisions (Table 1). Altogether, these explained 31.9% of the
variance in rejection rate (15). Color and pattern each accounted
for about half of the variance explained (Table 1). The difference
in pattern dispersion (the difference between the narrow and wide
regions of the egg in the proportion of pattern coverage) was the
most important pattern variable, accounting for nearly a quarter of
the overall variance explained (Table 1). No variance was ex-
plained by discrimination values for luminance, or by contrasts for
PC energy and pattern proportion.

Discussion
Many visual signals are composed of multiple cues, including both
color and pattern. We found clear evidence that host parents in-
tegrated several such cues in deciding whether to accept or reject
a potentially parasitic egg in their nest. This experiment is unique
in its simultaneous consideration of pattern, color, and luminance
cues in this type of behavioral task. Contrast in color (as perceived
through a bird’s eyes) was the single most important cue, whereas
luminance contrast was not used. This is consistent with current
understanding of discrimination behavior in animals, which sug-
gests that color is usually the principal cue used in high light levels
(7, 16). Theory predicts that discrimination values (jnd) of less
than 1 mean that an observer is incapable of discriminating be-
tween two objects, whereas values greater than 3 should usually be
discriminable (7, 17). However, some cuckoo finch hosts rejected
eggs with jnd values of less than 1 (jnd range for rejected eggs: 0.7–
15.5), and accepted eggs with jnd values considerably greater than
3 (jnd range for accepted eggs: 0.12–9.6), emphasizing that they
use several sources of information in making rejection decisions,
including pattern (discussed below). Prinias’ rejection decisions
might also be influenced by color categorization (grouping similar
colors, such as blue, red, UV, etc, irrespective of their absolute
differences); although largely unstudied, this is known to occur in
birds (18). To humans, the continuous variation in egg color falls
broadly into four categories (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Host eggs (Left) and parasitic eggs (Right), illustrating variation in
color and pattern. Egg color variation is continuous in avian color space, but
to human eyes eggs can be broadly categorized as (from top to bottom)
olive, blue, white, or red. In this image, pairs of eggs have been matched
according to these categories and do not necessarily come from the same
parasitized clutches.
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Unlike color, differences between eggs in background luminance
per se did not influence rejection behavior, and previous work sug-
gests that luminance becomes more important at light levels lower
than those in this study (8, 10, 19). However, luminance differences
are key in defining patterns (16, 20), and three features of eggshell
patterning combined were equally as important as color in predict-
ing rejection decisions (Table 1): differences between host and
parasite eggs in (i) pattern dispersion, the extent to which markings
were concentrated at one pole of the egg (3); (ii) marking size, the
predominant size of egg markings; and (iii) proportion energy, the
contribution of the main marking size to the overall pattern. These
traits also appear to be important to common cuckoo hosts, dem-
onstrated by a recent comparative analysis relating pattern mimicry
to the propensity of different host species to reject eggs (14). Most
importantly, the pattern cues used in prinia rejection decisions are
precisely those that differ most consistently between real parasitic
and host eggs across the population (Fig. 2). Thus, prinias’ decision
making ismost sensitive to visual cuesproviding reliable information
on egg identity independent of an individual’s own phenotype. This
should select for increasingly mimetic parasites, but in practice host
polymorphisms make it very difficult to achieve perfect mimicry.
Negative frequency–dependent (apostatic) selection should act on
both host egg color and pattern variation, potentially presenting

cuckoo finches with a constantly moving multidimensional target.
We suggest that the lack of correlation among different pattern
variables could itself be a product of selection favoring egg patterns
with maximal information content.
Despite this well-tuned discrimination, hosts ignore one appar-

ently ideal pattern cue: all host eggs possess “scribbled” fine lines
(Fig. 1) that parasites never reproduce.This shouldbea fail-safe cue,
acting as a “signature” that parasites cannot forge, yet unscribbled
parasitic eggs are regularly accepted. Why this is so remains a co-
nundrum, just as the absence of antiparasite defenses in some ap-
parently long-term hosts of cowbirds and cuckoos also still defy
adaptive explanation [reviewed in (21)].
Brood parasitism has long been amodel system for investigating

coevolution, and several classic studies have investigated egg re-
jection behavior and mimicry using subjective human assessment
(2, 3).An interesting question is how valid thefindings of thesepast
studies are, given that the potential pitfalls of using humans to
discriminate or rank animal colors and patterns are now well un-
derstood (22). Not onlymight human perception be error prone or
inaccurate in assessing signals aimed at other animals, but humans
also differ among themselves in how they rank colors, and may be
strongly affected by other factors such as ambient light conditions,
especially in the field (23, 24).Models of receiver visual perception
can greatly improve studies of visual signals, and highlight the
limitations of using human assessment; for example, a high pro-
portion of birds may look sexually dimorphic to other birds, but
monomorphic to humans (25). These differences in assessment
are rarely only the result of birds having UV vision, because
“hidden” dimorphism is also common in the human visible part of
the spectrum. Color aside, human assessment does not objectively
distinguish different components of pattern, which are now known
to be multiple and uncorrelated in hosts of common cuckoos (14)
as well as cuckoo finches (this study). Overall, the validity of hu-
man assessment in past work may relate to the host’s ability to
detect foreign eggs and hence the refinement of parasitic mimicry.
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Fig. 2. Pattern differences between host eggs (n = 224) and parasitic eggs (n = 85). Whiskers indicate ranges, and statistical values refer to Wilcoxon rank sum
tests. Cuckoo finch eggs had markings more concentrated toward the wide end of the egg (Dispersion), more variation in egg marking size (Proportion
energy), and larger markings on average (Filter size, an inverse measure of marking size) than did host eggs.

Table 1. Predictors of egg rejection in experimentally
parasitized nests

Predictor Slope ± SE Z P I%

Color 0.369 ± 0.095 3.86 <0.001 0.491
Pattern dispersion 2.536 ± 0.873 2.90 0.004 0.231
Pattern proportion energy 15.916 ± 6.964 2.29 0.022 0.157
Pattern filter size 0.926 ± 0.437 2.12 0.034 0.122

I% refers to the proportion of the overall variance explained by the
model (31.9%) accounted for by each variable independently (43).
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Further work would be very valuable to determine the level of
error potentially introduced by humanassessment in the context of
egg rejection, as already carried out for avian plumage color (25).
Color and pattern measures explained about a third of the vari-

ation in rejection behavior, which is large compared with preceding
investigations of egg rejection (3). However, the large proportion
remaining unexplained corroborates previous studies in emphasiz-
ing the importance of additional factors independent of mimicry in
rejection behavior. Responses of common cuckoo hosts to foreign
eggs are highly sensitive to perceived risk of parasitism, including
risk perception socially transmitted from conspecifics (26, 27).
Learning also plays a powerful role in antiparasite defenses, in-
cluding individual learningof ownegg appearance (26). Sucheffects
may be more pronounced in prinias, which are relatively long-lived
[survival rate = 0.60 (28)]. Learning may also help to explain why
color but not luminance predicted rejection, as color contrast in
birds is also more readily memorized than luminance (29).
Irrespective of these additional factors, visual discrimination is

a key factor in predicting the rejection of parasitic eggs by hosts,
demonstrating the selective mechanisms shaping the remarkable
mimetic polymorphisms in this system. More broadly, our study
shows that considering visual signals as a whole, together with
the receiver’s visual perception, can reveal how receivers make
a behavioral decision based on integrating multiple visual cues.
In the context of coevolutionary arms races, our findings raise
the suggestion that multiple visual cues may respond to re-
ciprocal selection, and that their interaction can itself comprise
an adaptive defense.

Methods
Study System and Site. Prinias and cuckoofinches were studiedwithin an area
ofca.800haonandaroundMusumaneneFarm(16°47′S,26°54′E) in theChoma
District of southern Zambia, during January to March 2007–2009. The habitat
is a mixture of woodland, grassland and old agricultural fields, where prinias
are abundant. They build loosely woven, oval-shaped nests with a side en-
trance, stitched among leaves of low herbaceous plants in exposed sunny
positions. Cuckoo finches remove one or more host eggs when laying, and
parasitized nests contain either one or two parasitic eggs laid by the same
female, with or without host eggs. We distinguished parasitic from host eggs
by the absence of fine lines on parasitic eggs (Discussion). Cuckoo finches lay
eggs haphazardly with respect to host egg morph: 57% (21 of 37 naturally
parasitized nests in which host eggs were still present) of laying attempts
found were in a host clutch differing in color morph to the parasitic egg
(morphs categorized by human eyes as in Fig. 1, because reflectance spectra
were unavailable in most cases). This is unavoidably a subjective measure and
an underestimate, as hosts probably rejected additional mismatched eggs
before nests were discovered, but serves to show that parasites appear not to
be able to target host color morphs that match their own. The parasitism rate
at our site is at least 19%, again an underestimate because of host rejection.
Cuckoo finch hatchlings typically outcompete any host young that hatch,
leading to strong fitness costs of parasitism (30). Nest videos and observations
confirmed that prinias ejected both cuckoo finch eggs and experimental
conspecific eggs by puncture-ejection.

Quantifying Eggshell Pattern.Wemodifiedanapproachdeveloped inStoddard
and Stevens (14) to quantify egg patterns from digital photographs. First, we
rescaled each egg image to 50 pixels/mm using egg measurements taken in
the field, because photographs were taken at slightly variable distances. We
calibrated our images to linearize the relationship between the image value
recordedand radiance, and convertedeachegg image to reflectance values by
equalization with respect to a gray standard (11). We only used the image
from the camera’s green (mediumwave) sensor as this corresponds most
closely to an avian luminance channel (31), and small markings and pattern
information are principally encoded by achromatic information (16, 20).

Following image calibration, we used a self-written program in MATLAB
(Mathworks) and its Image Processing toolbox to obtain several measures of
pattern from identically sized samples of the wide, middle, and narrow
regions of the egg (each ∼20% of the total egg area). First, we used
a “granularity” approach similar to that recently used to analyze cuttlefish
camouflage and avian egg markings (13, 14, 32). Here, each image of an egg
is filtered into a set of new images using fast Fourier transformation, fol-
lowed by applying seven octave-wide, isotropic band-pass filters (13). Each

new image contains pattern information at different spatial scales, with
smaller filter sizes capturing larger, low spatial frequency markings, and
larger filter sizes capturing smaller, high spatial frequency markings. Al-
though not precisely equating to a real visual system, this method resembles
how visual information is encoded at different spatial frequencies during
early visual processing (33, 34). Each of these different images or “granu-
larity bands” (13) contains information about the relative contribution of
different marking sizes to the overall pattern. From these we measured
several different aspects of pattern [as in (14)]. For each granularity band
(one to seven), we calculated the overall pattern “energy” as the sum of the
squared pixel values in each image divided by the number of pixels in the
image (14, 32), with these seven values producing a “granularity spectrum”

(32). The maximum energy value in the spectrum corresponds to the filter
size containing the highest energy, and thus the predominant marking size.
The proportion of the total energy contained in this filter size with the
highest energy (proportion energy) provides a measure of how important
the main marking size is to the overall egg pattern; higher values indicate
that this marking size dominates. The total energy of the spectrum (total
energy) corresponds to the overall amplitude, and provides a measure of
pattern contrast (32). The standard deviation of the energy values (across all
seven scales) is a measure of how much variation in marking size exists. Low
values indicate a relatively even contribution of different marking sizes,
whereas high values indicate that one or a few marking sizes dominate.
Total energy and standard deviation energy were highly positively corre-
lated, so we calculated a synthetic measure as their first principal component
(explaining >98.7% of the variance; eigenvalues >1.98). All variables above
were significantly repeatable among egg regions, and we therefore ana-
lyzed averages per egg.

Finally, we calculated the proportion of each egg that was covered with
markings. We first thresholded each image into a binary format, with
markings encoded by a 1.00 and the ground color encoded by a zero (14), and
then calculated the proportion of the total pixel values that corresponded to
a marking. From this we determined what proportion of the egg (on aver-
age across all three regions) was covered with markings (average pattern
proportion), and the difference between the narrow wide regions of the
egg in the proportion of pattern coverage (pattern dispersion). For each
measure, we took the absolute difference between the foreign egg and
mean of host eggs in the clutch as an index of contrast between host and
experimental eggs.

Modeling Avian Color Perception. Reflectance spectra of freshly collected eggs
were taken indoors with an Ocean Optics USB2000 spectrophotometer, with
a PX-2 pulsed xenon light source and an R400-7-UV/VIS reflectance probe (all
Ocean Optics), standardized using a Spectralon 99% white reflectance stan-
dard (Labsphere). We held each egg at a constant angle (45°) distance (5 mm)
from the probe tip using an attached slanted plastic sleeve. We analyzed the
mean of five measurements of each egg’s ground color (i.e., avoiding pattern
markings), taken throughout the egg. Irradiance (“ambient” light) within
nests was measured in the field (during sunny weather between 1100 and
1400 hours) using a cosine corrected probe (OceanOptics). Fivemeasurements
were taken at different angles within each of five nests, and the mean
was analyzed.

Because spectral sensitivity data are unavailable for the prinia hosts used in
this study, we calculated predicted photon catches for both a blue tit’s
Cyanistes caeruleus single and double cones (35) and a zebra finch’s Tae-
niopygia guttata single cones (double cone data for this species were un-
available) (36). These species are not closely related and inhabit different
light environments, so the differences between them assess the level of error
associated with not having spectral sensitivity data for our study species.
Current evidence indicates that most higher passerines differ relatively little
in their spectral sensitivity (37), and as expected there was little difference
between the photon catch values obtained using these two species [less than
a 0.05 (±0.01 SD) average difference for each single cone type]. Therefore,
here we only report further modeling with respect to the better-studied
blue tit system. Following calculation of photon catches, we used a log form
of a model of visual discrimination that accurately predicts discrimination
behavior in observers (7). We used a version of the model based on color
differences, using the single cones (7), and luminance (achromatic) differ-
ences, using the double cones (17). For color discrimination modeling, we
used retinal single cone proportions of the blue tit (35). The output is in
terms of jnds; jnd values of less than 1.00 mean that two objects should not
be discriminable; values between 1.00 and 3.00 should be difficult to dis-
criminate except under optimal viewing conditions; and larger values allow
increasingly easy discrimination (17).
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Egg Rejection Experiments. Each trial involved a different host female. Using
conspecific eggs as experimental parasitic eggs avoids pitfalls of artificially
constructed eggs (38). Although, in principle, using artificially marked or
modified eggs could allow varying egg phenotypes in just one or a few
variables of interest, this is not possible in our system. First, host rejection
behavior is so refined that producing artificially marked eggs that are not all
rejected with ease is exceptionally difficult. Second, artificially marked eggs
would need to use paints or dyes calibrated to look accurate to the bird
rather than the human visual system, including UV information. Although
research into antipredator coloration has created artificial stimuli that re-
semble natural backgrounds, these have either been necessarily simplified,
such as lacking in color (39), or simply calibrated broadly to encompass
a natural range of non–UV-reflecting colors (40), neither of which would be
appropriate for the present questions.

We carried out experiments during the host’s laying period, when pos-
sible, but also during other stages of incubation. Stage of incubation was
scored on a scale of 0–6 (41) and assessed by shining light through the
eggshell, or using known laying or hatching dates. We mimicked cuckoo
finch laying behavior by removing one host egg when placing an experi-
mental egg. All eggs were measured with digital calipers and photographed
in RAW format alongside a 17% neutral gray card (Kodak) using a Fuji
Finepix S7000 digital camera. Reflectance spectra of the removed host egg
was subsequently measured indoors (discussed above). We regarded the
color of the removed egg as representative of the host clutch, because re-
peatability of photon catches among prinia eggs within clutches was very
high (repeatability > 0.93, F61,81 > 21.82, P < 0.001).

Experimental clutches were visited frequently (daily when possible) to
determine the outcome. Experimental eggs that disappeared while the rest
of the clutch remained in the nest were considered rejected, as predators
remove the entire clutch. Experimental eggs that remained for 3 days were
considered accepted. This threshold was justified, given that of 44 host nests
containing an experimental egg on day 3 and subsequently revisited, in only
one case had rejection subsequently occurred (on day 4). Although high
predation implies overestimated rejection rates as a proportion of all
experiments, because acceptance requires nest survival to day 3, this does not
confound assessment of traits predicting rejection.

Statistical Analyses.We used logistic regression models implemented in R (42)
to analyze the predictors of egg rejection, with binomial error structure,
logit link function, and model simplification via changes in AIC. We used the
R package hier.part to partition variance explained (43).
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